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Narrator: On February 17, 2009 President Barack Obama signed into legislation the 
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act better known as the Stimulus Bill. 

Embedded in the Stimulus Bill was the creation of HITECH, which allocates 
45 to 50 billion dollars of entitlements to Hospital and Health Care providers. 

This video will show the small practitioner how they can get their share of the 
incentives with a solution that will also help streamline the office and 
contribute to the doctor providing even better health care. 

Intelichart and eHealth Made Easy come together to give the medical provider 
one easy to use solution.  What makes this joint solution special is how fast the 
medical provider can set up, use and be on the way to getting part of the 
stimulus money.   

Meaningful Use is finally available without disrupting the practice and at an 
affordable cost. 

[Allow the slides to advance – music in foreground – Two Great Products. One Easy 
Solution.] 

[physicians images] 
Narrator: As the physician, your interaction with eHealth Made EASY depends on how 

you work in your office. 

[image slow motion of physician with a paper chart, manila folder, stopping at a 
computer] 

Narrator: If you prefer to stick to paper charts and only use the system to send electronic 
prescriptions, eHealth Made EASY makes it possible. 

[Image slow motion of tablet PC or physician walking around with a tablet] 

Narrator: If you have a tablet PC and want to chart the entire visit electronically, eHealth 
Made EASY makes it possible. 

[Physician intro slide] 

Narrator: However you work with your patients, you can keep doing what you’re 
comfortable doing.  When you, the physician, log into eHealth Made EASY to 
begin your encounter with the patient, your staff has already confirmed the 
family and social history of the patient as a step toward reaching Meaningful 
Use.  Your patient entered this information through the InteliChart patient 
portal. 

[Fade into the appointment schedule – make sure to use the same schedule that we have 
the office user create later] 

Narrator: From the appointment schedule, click the Actions button on the patient’s 
appointment and select Progress Note from the menu. 

[scroll through PN showing appropriate sections] 

Narrator: The system opens the Progress Note where your staff has verified the patient’s 
vitals, their active allergies, active medications, and social history—all 
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requirements for Meaningful Use and entered through the InteliChart Patient 
Portal.  You’ll see the green Meaningful Use compliance indicators throughout 
the note and throughout the patient demographics. 

As the physician, prescribing e-Prescriptions could be the only change to your 
existing work flow.  Let’s say you’ve diagnosed this patient with Strep A and 
want to prescribe amoxicillin.  In the Assessments section, you’ll see the 
current problem list populates from previous encounters.  You or a staff 
member adds the Strep A to the system.  This carries over to the electronic 
prescription and is required by Surescripts. 

In the Plan section of the Progress Note, click Manage Rx to access the eRx 
Module. 

[eRx Module opens – even though no pending prescriptions in list – show the section for 
this first part] 

Narrator: If the MA had created your prescriptions, you would simply review the 
Pending Prescriptions section, sign and send the prescriptions.  Then you could 
return to the Progress Note and be done. 

In our case, we’re going to prescribe a medication for the patient’s Strep A.  
Select amoxicillin from our Favorites list and click Use.  Sign and send the 
prescription.  We can build that Favorites list over time or before we start using 
the system. 

We’re done.  We can return to the Progress Note.   

When the system refreshes, you’ll see the amoxicillin in the Progress Note. 

As the physician, you’re done interacting with the eHealth Made EASY 
system. 

[overlay the paper superbill and fade out EMR in background, write on the superbill like 
Steve did during demo] 

Narrator: On our paper superbill, we can circle the type of visit and circle the appropriate 
ICD code since we’re used to this process.  Since we don’t have Strep A on 
this paper, we’ll write it. 

[fade out superbill to lead into image slow motion with physician handing paper to 
nurse/staff] 

Narrator: Hand this off to the staff and continue with your patients. 

[fade back to Progress Note where we were after prescribing amoxicillin, make sure to 
use the same code used on the paper example – show how they can add one that isn’t in 
the list] 

Narrator: If you prefer to document the encounter in the EHR yourself, you or other 
medical personnel can click the Superbill tab and mark off the appropriate visit 
code yourself, rather than doing so on paper. 

[Incentive programs intro slide (sub section of provider)] 
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Narrator: If you want to participate in the incentive programs, you can still work with 
your paper system with minimal disruption.  eHealth Made EASY provides 
Superbill Addenda for the quality measures you want to address. 

[overlay the paper addendum and fade EMR in background, write on the addendum like 
Steve did during demo] 

Narrator: On the paper addendum, mark off the Quality Measures appropriately and hand 
off to your staff, along with the superbill. 

[fade into Incentive Programs tab and mark the same one as the addendum] 

Narrator: Your staff has a similar section in the Progress Note to enter your answers and 
help you reach compliance.  You can also do this yourself, without the paper 
addenda, if you prefer to work electronically. 

[office user image slide] 

Narrator: So how involved is it for the Office Staff?  They will find it just as simple to 
use the eHealth Made EASY system. 

[Home page for office user, then new patient with indicators showing and changing] 

Narrator: Using the InteliChart Patient Portal, the patient can access their health 
information, minimizing the administrative tasks for the Office User.  The 
InteliChart Patient Portal is completely intuitive, requires no special training in 
its use, and grants secure access to virtually every component of the patient’s 
record, including medical history, demographics, current/past medications, 
insurance, and family/social history. 

The Office User can still add a patient manually.  On their Home page, the user 
clicks Add Patient at the top of the schedule, enters the details of the new 
patient and saves. While they create patients, the system keeps the Meaningful 
Use criteria at the fore by displaying Meaningful Use indicators next to each 
field so they are sure to enter that information.  The indicators turn from blue 
to green when compliant. 

[Home page for office user, adding an appointment quickly, schedule should have several 
appointments with an open slot in the middle somewhere] 

Narrator: Back on the Home page, they can quickly add an appointment for the patient, 
too.  They simply open your appointment schedule……click the appropriate 
time slot……and complete the details of the appointment. 

[nurse image slow motion slide with nurse and patient next to a scale or taking 
temperature or blood pressure – she has a tablet or is logging into a workstation at the 
vitals area – or nurse with a tablet at the lobby door calling patient back.] 

Narrator: When it comes time for the nurse to bring the patient back and start the visit, he 
or she can easily create the Progress Note for you in eHealth Made EASY. 

[Home page for nurse, several appointments, click on the one that the office user added] 
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Narrator: From your Appointment Schedule, they click Action and select Progress Note 
from the menu.  The system automatically creates a Progress Note and displays 
the Vitals section, matching the nurse’s workflow flawlessly. 

[enter vitals to show MU indicators changing from blue to green, move on to show 
allergies and social history data with green MU indicators] 

Narrator: The nurse can enter the patient’s vitals, paying attention to the Meaningful Use 
indicators that help identify the information related to compliance with the 
Meaningful Use objectives. 

[pause] 

Moving the patient into the exam room, the nurse can verify or enter the 
patient’s history, including medication allergies and social history, again 
paying attention to the Meaningful Use indicators. 

All of this prepares the Progress Note for you, so you can simply open it, 
review it and prescribe any medications that may be needed. 

[training image slow motion – people at a computer with a video play button image and a 
PDF icon image on the monitor – maybe a web icon of some sort, too] 

Narrator: Your workflow dictates how you use eHealth Made EASY, and we can help 
you find the best way for your practice. 

eHealth Made EASY is software-as-a-service.  It’s online.  There is virtually 
no overhead to implement, and we walk you through the system during web 
training in just a few short hours. 

[imagine sequence NOT emphasize word IMAGINE – softer delivery] 

Narrator: Imagine meeting Meaningful Use, and obtaining all CMS incentives.   

Imagine having a solution that is not disruptive to you as a physician. 

Imagine having the time to do what you always wanted to do, and break out of 
the paper jam in your office.   

Imagine a low cost, easy to start up and learn Electronic Health Records 
alternative. 

eHealth Made Easy and InteliChart bring this to your office TODAY! 

[fade into logos – contact info?] 


